The peroxide dilemma: opposing and mediating insulin action.
Recent compelling data show that reactive oxygen species (ROS) not only are a harmful by-product of aerobic metabolism, but also are used as signaling molecules to regulate various cellular processes. In mammalian cells, ROS are produced transiently in response to many extracellular stimuli, including insulin, and specific inhibition of the ROS suppresses insulin-dependent signaling. Initially, this finding rationalized the concept of ROS acting as insulin mimetics. However, it is becoming evident that ROS are also causal to diabetes, a metabolic disorder characterized by insufficiency of secretion of, or receptor insensitivity to, endogenous insulin. This notion underlines a dual role for ROS in insulin signaling as both deleterious and beneficiary. Moreover, it strongly suggests that a delicate redox balance is required for insulin signaling to remain "healthy" for an organism.